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ABSTRACT

The White Wolf fault is widely recognized as an important seismically active sinistral reverse fault that separates

the Tehachapi-San Emigdio emergent block to the south from the Maricopa basin to the north. We posit that the

White Wolf fault is in fact a polyphase structural zone (WWsz) whose inception in the Late Cretaceous was of

fundamental importance in shaping southern California crustal structure, and that this structural zone has since

imposed a strong control on subsequent Neogene and Quaternary deformation and basin evolution. The WWsz

originated during a major orogenic episode in the Late Cretaceous that represents the plate edge expression of the

Laramide orogeny. Integration of recent findings on the Pacific-Farallon spreading ridge and its coincident large

igneous provinces (LIPs), regional upper mantle structure imaged by volcanic hosted xenolith studies and seismic

tomography, basement geology, and geodynamic modeling indicates that at ca. 90 Ma the conjugate LIP massif to the

Shatsky Rise collided and was subducted beneath the southern California region. Subduction flattened to a shallow

trajectory as a result of LIP relative buoyancy, thereby shearing off the mantle wedge that sat beneath the

Mojave-Salinia (restored) segment of the SW Cordilleran batholithic belt. The mantle wedge remained intact

beneath the Sierra Nevada segment of the batholithic belt (SNB), resulting in huge lateral ramp in the subduction

megathrust that dipped to the north beneath the southern SNB-Great Valley forearc. Following ~10-15 m.y. of

Shatsky conjugate subduction normal abyssal Farallon lithosphere began entering the subduction zone again, and due

to its relative negative buoyancy a rapid slab rollback phase resulted. Slab rollback imparted a strong suction force

that pulled shallowly underplated subduction accretion assemblages back towards the trench in a massive return flow

channel. Trenchward flow in the subduction channel viscously coupled extensional deformation into the upper

batholithic plate(s). At this time the southernmost Sierra Nevada rotated westwards, and the then adjacent Salinia

massif breached westwards across its former forearc-trench region. Basement rocks of the Tehachapi-San

Emigdio’s for the most part represent SNB lower crust that was pulled out from beneath the axial southern SNB.

The proto-WWsz originated at this time in continuity with the Kern Canyon fault as a regional dextral transfer zone

between highly extended basement of the Piute-Tehachapi-San Emigdio’s, and more modestly extended basement of

the proto-Maricopa basin. The proto-Maricopa originated as a supra-detachment basin at this time, with its

westward displaced upper plate now locally exposed as the Eagle Rest Peak basement inlier of the western San

Emigdios.

The WWsz was remobilized in the Neogene as a transfer structure that partitioned differential extension of lower

magnitude between the Maricopa basin and a graben-horst system that formed between the Tejon Embayment area

and Isabella basin. The Walker graben of this system, in which the 21-16 Ma Cache Peak volcanic center was nested,

filled with at least 2 km of sediment in the Miocene. Late Pliocene-Quaternary uplift of the southern Sierra has

resulted in the redistribution of the Walker graben sediment fill into the Maricopa basin, primarily through a

channel system that was broken through the Kern Canyon-White Wolf transfer zone by the Edison graben. Sinistral

and reverse components of active seismic deformation along the WWsz appear to be decoupled. Sinistral events

occur at the eastern end of the zone and appear kinematically linked to west-side-up normal faulting along the Kern

Canyon-Breckenridge zone, and oblique east-side-up normal faulting along the Kern gorge-Pond Poso zone. Active

thrusting is related to a series of north-directed thrust faults that root southwards beneath the Tehachapi-San

Emigdio’s, and which ramp up across the basement trace of the original WWsz.
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